
DESIGNING YOUR DUI SYSTEM
This is the fun part! By choosing DUI to keep you warm and comfortable, you 
give yourself options that no other manufacturer can provide. Use these four 
steps to help you design your very own DUI. 

1. SELECT YOUR DIVEWEAR INSULATION  

Consider the coldest waters you will want to dive in and select the insulation for that 
dive. Being able to layer for that dive means you can wear less for warmer waters. Get 
everything you need to stay warm with one of our DiveWear Insulation Packages.

2. SELECT THE SIZING FOR YOU  

Can you fit into one of DUI’s 33 Select sizes for men and women or do you want a 
made-to-measure Signature Series? No matter who you are, we can fit YOU! And with 
our color choices, your DUI can be as unique as you are.

3. SELECT YOUR DRYSUIT STYLE   

What is the durability that you need for your diving? What 
other qualities are important to you? Lightweight, quick drying 
or bulletproof? Use our Gear Guide to help you decide.        Look for this Drysuit Scale

4. SELECT THE ADD-ONS AND ACCESSORIES   

We’ve got pockets, knee pads, gloves, hoods and more to keep you warm and comfortable 
anywhere. To make it easy you can select from one of DUI’s popular accessory packages.

WARRANTY   
DUI offers a 7-year limited warranty against defects in material and workmanship with a 50 
year reputation of supporting that warranty.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT   
Our customer support is as exceptional as our products. Visit your nearest DUI dealer, 
contact our DUI Customer Support Team or better yet, come to a DUI DEMOTOUR event 
near you and take a DUI for a test dive!

DIVING UNLIMITED INTERNATIONAL, INC.
1148 DELEVAN DRIVE, SAN DIEGO, CA  92102  USA     
800.325.8439   619.236.1203   SUPPORT@DUI-ONLINE.COM
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WELCOME TO
DIVING UNLIMITED INTERNATIONAL
…better known around the world as DUI.  For 50 years, DUI has been obsessed with keeping 
divers warm and comfortable in the harshest environments. This healthy obsession has driven 
our innovative designs, unparalleled dedication to quality and an understanding of the unique 
needs of divers around the world. That’s why DUI has earned a reputation of being the world’s 
leader in drysuits and diver thermal protection.

NO TWO DIVERS ARE ALIKE  
Whether you are a sport diver enjoying the lure of a coral reef, a technical diver exploring 
a deep wreck or cave system or somewhere in between, you have unique needs in your 
equipment. That is why DUI has the most extensive product offering in the industry for 
Sport, Technical, Public Safety & Military divers. Each DUI drysuit is individually made to 
your specifications.

HOW TO USE THE DUI GEAR GUIDE  
This guide is the first step in designing your personalized DUI drysuit system. It provides an 
overview of all the options from which you can choose. For detailed information, you will 
find website addresses with QR codes to complete your experience online. We have done 
this because at DUI, we are serious about ocean stewardship. We have chosen this format to 
minimize waste of our world’s resources. We greatly appreciate your support of this endeavor.

DUI DRYSUITS ARE PROUDLY 
DESIGNED & MANUFACTURED

IN THE USA

Printed on recycled content paper 
with vegetable-based inks.

Printed in the USA in a facility 
registered to the ISO 14001 
Environmental Standard. 

NEW GEAR BY DUI

THE NEXT

EVOLUTION
IN DIVER COMFORT

Most divers think that heated undergarments are for 
technical divers only. And even then, most on the market 
are underpowered, poorly designed or unsafe. Until now.

BlueHeat™ is designed for all types of divers:
   TECHNICAL DIVERS stay warm during decompression
   SCIENTIFIC DIVERS discover that heated gloves give you 
   unprecedented dexterity for underwater experiments
   RECREATIONAL DIVERS augment your insulation for ultimate 
   comfort or reduce insulation for more freedom-of-motion

All DUI drysuits include patented DUI ZipSeals! ZipSeals allow for quick replacement of seals 
on-site. Never miss a dive again! DUI ZipSeals are now also available in silicone – all of the 
convenience of DUI’s patented ZipSeals with the comfort and durability of silicone.

NOW AVAILABLE IN

SILICONE

DUI-ONLINE.COM/HEAT

DUI-ONLINE.COM/ZIP

DIVEWEAR PACKAGES 

ACCESSORY PACKAGES
We’ve packaged the most popular items to make the planning easy
and save you money! DUI-ONLINE.COM/PKG

TM

TM

HEATED DIVEWEAR INSULATION



DIVEWEAR INSULATION
All insulation is not created equally. 
DUI uses only elite materials that provide 
exceptional performance under pressure.

Xm450™ JUMPSUIT  28º–45ºF
400gm Thinsulate™ Ultra & Polartec® 
   PowerStretch® Pro for excellent fl exibility
Wind-and-spray resistant outer shell
Men’s sizes XS–4XL including tall
Choice for extended duration,
   decompression and polar diving

ACTIONWEAR™ PRO SERIES
Made with all-way stretch fl eece and accent stitching
Delivers warmth, comfort and great styling
Versatile for layering and other outdoor activities

PULLOVER & PANTS 300  45º–60ºF
560gm double-layer
Can order top and pants sized separately 
Men’s sizes XS–2XL

VEST 300  (not shown)
560gm double-layer
Excellent for layering
Adds 5º additional insulation
Men’s sizes XS–2XL

ECODIVEWEAR™ BASE LAYER
Made with 75% recycled materials
Wear as a base layer under primary DiveWear
Wear as primary insulation in tropical climates
Highly breathable – dries quickly – SPF protection
Excellent for other outdoor activities
Men’s & Women’s sizes S–2XL

JUMPSUIT 150  65º+F
280gm single-layer
Ideal for warmer waters
Men’s sizes XS–2XLXm250™ JUMPSUIT  50º–65ºF

200gm Thinsulate™ & Polartec® 
   PowerStretch® Pro
Men’s sizes XS–2XL
Choice for extended duration and 
   decompression diving

Socks in sizes XS–2XL

POLARTEC® POWERSTRETCH® PRO
JUMPSUIT 300  45º–60ºF
560gm double-layer all-way stretch fl eece 
Exceptional stretch and warmth
Men’s & Women’s sizes S–2XL
Available in made-to-measure sizing
Choice for sport and technical divers
   wanting minimal bulk

Socks in sizes XS–2XL

DUI-ONLINE.COM/DW



DRYSUITS FOR SPORT & TECHNICAL DIVING

30/30™

Ideal for 30 degrees above and below the equator and 
perfect for tropical diving. Made with breathable fabric, a 
closer fi t (for lighter insulation) and ankle seals. Excellent 
for longer bottom times, repeated exposures and multiple 
days of diving.

TLS350™

DUI’ s most popular drysuit. Made with nylon/
butyl rubber/nylon. Lightweight, fast drying 
and ideal for travel. The drysuit of choice 
for underwater photographers, deep cave 
exploration and even the US Navy SEALs. By 
varying the insulation underneath, you can use 
the TLS350 in the warm waters of Florida to 
the ice-covered seas of Antarctica.

FLX EXTREME™

DUI’s newest drysuit, the FLX EXTRME is made with 
polyester/butyl rubber/polyester making it softer to 
the touch. It is also a little heavier than the TLS350 
making it more puncture resistant.  What you will 
love the most about the FLX EXTREME is the way 
it feels on the body – it’s almost like wearing your 
favorite pair of jeans. DUI adds Cordura® overlays 
on the legs for even more durability. It is quickly 
becoming the favorite of exploration divers.

CLX450™

The CLX450 is often referred to as the “Tuxedo of Drysuits.”  
A well-deserved name with its handsome, Cordura® blend polyester/
butyl rubber/polyester material on the upper body that also offers 
extra durability.  The lower body is made with the same material 
as the FLX EXTREME so it provides incredible comfort.  Ideal for 
wreck divers or hunters wanting extra durability on the upper body 
and it is used by Army Combat Divers and EOD.
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CF200™

Truly a legend! Only DUI has crushed 
neoprene.  DUI takes 3mm neoprene, builds 
a drysuit then puts it through a process that 
actually off-gases the material and crushes 
it to 1mm.  This makes a dense, stretchy 
material that offers the ultimate in protection 
from the environment.  The drysuit of choice 
for wreck divers, commercial divers and 
divers looking for a drysuit that is virtually 
bulletproof.

FLX50/50™

Just like it sounds, DUI takes the best of both 
worlds and makes it into one great drysuit! 
CF200 crushed neoprene on the legs gives you 
superior durability and lightweight trilaminate 
on the upper body for extra fl exibility.  This is a 
favorite among dive instructors.  

DUI also offers the CLX50/50 as a Signature Series 
with crushed neoprene on the legs and the CLX450 
on the upper body.

TLSSE™

Made with the same exceptional material 
and workmanship as its big brother the 
TLS350 with a simpler, shoulder-entry 
design.

CNSE™

Durability and simplicity – that’s DUI’s CNSE.  Made 
with hyper-compressed 1.5mm neoprene, the CNSE 
is often chosen by commercial divers and divers that 
enjoy “bottom crawling.”

TLSSE
Made with the same exceptional material 
and workmanship as its big brother the 
TLS350 with a simpler, shoulder-entry 
design.

VALUE-PRICED
DRYSUITS

You don’t have to be rich and 
famous to dive DUI! You can have 

the same premium quality in simpler 
designs at a lower price.  

DUI’s value-priced drysuits do not include ZipSeals™,  however 
they are available at an additional charge. 
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PUBLIC SAFETY DRYSUITS | EQUIPMENT | EDUCATION

CXO™

Designed to be part of a completely encapsulating system, 
the DUI CXO is quickly becoming the standard for 
Contaminated eXtreme Operations for Public Safety Diving.
   • Polyurethane Laminated Fabric ASTM F739-07
   • Polyurethane Zipper
   • Contaminated water valves with Fluorosilicone 
   • Reinforced Pads
   • Easy to decontaminate

PUBLIC SAFETY TLS™

The most popular drysuit for contaminated water diving.
   • Trilaminate material with butyl rubber layer
   • Public Safety design with colorful overlays, 
     refl ective tape and markings
   • Comfortable and lightweight
   • Available in diving and surface support confi gurations
   • Easy to decontaminate

PUBLIC SAFETY 30/30™

Made with breathable fabric, it is ideal for stand-by and surface 
support.  Excellent choice for helicopter and air rescue.
   • Breathable, waterproof fabric
   • Public Safety design with durable overlays, refl ective tape 
     and markings
   • Comfortable and lightweight
   • Available in diving and surface support confi gurations

COMMERCIAL HOT WATER SUITS
Developed and patented in the early 1970’s, DUI Hot 
Water Systems made diving possible in the North 
Sea. DUI is still the standard for commercial diving 
operations around the world.

PUBLIC SAFETY TLS
The most popular drysuit for contaminated water diving.
   • Trilaminate material with butyl rubber layer
   • Public Safety design with colorful overlays, 
     refl ective tape and markings
   • Comfortable and lightweight
   • Available in diving and surface support confi gurations
   • Easy to decontaminate

DUI KEEPS PUBLIC SAFETY DIVE TEAMS SAFER.  
In our Public Safety Diver Workshops, we share our 50 years 
of experience in the design and manufacturing of drysuit 
systems and overcoming decontamination obstacles for various 
mission profiles and diving operations.

DECONTAMINATION SYSTEMS
DUI offers unique decontamination options and systems by 
partnering with other industry leaders.

Developed and patented in the early 1970’s, DUI Hot 
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MILITARY DRYSUITS & WATERPROOF BAGS
DUI has provided the US Armed Forces and friendly, foreign militaries with high quality equipment for five decades.  
Working directly with the operators, DUI designs and customizes products to meet mission requirements.  

AIR AMPHIBIOUS OPERATIONS DRYSUITS US ARMY COMBAT DIVER CLX US NAVY SEAL TLS US COAST GUARD RESCUE SWIMMER TLS

WATERPROOF BAGS
Scout Swimmer Assault Pack  •  Amphibious Rucksack  •  Sniper and Shoot-Through Weapons Bags  •  ALICE Rucksack  •  Comm/Utility  •  Gas Mask/Optics  •  PSC-5 & PRC-148 Radio 

DUI-ONLINE.COM/MILITARY



DRYSUIT ACCESSORIES
The secret is in the details. Because we’re divers, too, we know
 how to give you warmth, comfort and unparalleled performance.

ROCKBOOTS™
Worn over the top of an 
attached sock
Exceptional durability, ankle 
support and traction
Available on all DUI drysuits

TURBOBOOTS™
Excellent ankle fl exibility for fi nning
Ankle straps
Available on all DUI drysuits

TURBOTEC™ BOOTS
Excellent ankle fl exibility for fi nning
Kevlar for added durability on high 
wear areas on heel and toe 
Available as an upgrade on all DUI 
drysuits

BOOT SYSTEMS

ULTRA DRYSUIT HOODS
Made with super-stretch 7mm neoprene
Ultra warmth & comfort
One-way vents
Sizes XS–2XL

Attached Ultra Neoprene Hoods
and Latex Hoods Available
(not shown)

STANDARD
Worn with drysuits without a 
Warm Neck Collar

WARM NECK
Tucks under the warm neck 
collar to keep your neck warm 
and reduce water fl ow

WEIGHT & TRIM™ SYSTEM

The most comfortable weight system you will ever wear! 
Get the weight off your back and enjoy diving more. 

Adjust weight up and down, forward and back
Easily holds 40 lbs
Wear with any BC
Sizes S-M-L

DRYSUIT INFLATION
SYSTEM
6 cubic foot tank
Mini-regulator with 3/4” DIN
and over-pressure valve
MasterGrip mounting straps

DRY5 GLOVES
Heavy Duty
With Attached Latex Seal
Sizes M-L-XL

POCKETS & PADS
CARGO ZIPPER KEVLAR CF200

BELLOWS UTILITY BUTTOCKS CF200 CROTCH

HALCYON
BALANCED P-VALVE

HEAVY DUTY
With Liners
Sizes M-L-XL

MAXIMUM DEXTERITY
With Liners
Sizes S–XL

COMPRESSED 
NEOPRENE/ KEVLAR
With Liners
Sizes S–XL

ZIPGLOVES-WD
Wrist Dam Inside
With Liners
Sizes M-L-XL

ZIPGLOVE™ SYSTEMS

DUI-ONLINE.COM/ACC


